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MYFLYRIGHT wins ADAC as their new cooperation partner

Hamburg, 09.08.2021

MYFLYRIGHT and ADAC cooperate in the field of air passenger rights

MYFLYRIGHT, one of the leading air passenger rights portals in Germany, is launching a joint
cooperation in the field of air passenger rights with its new partner ADAC, the leading
automobile club in Europe. The common goal is to further strengthen consumer rights and to
facilitate the enforcement of these rights. The corresponding agreement was signed on
August 03, 2021.

MYFLYRIGHT continues its growth course with the cooperation of established B2B partners.
With ADAC, MYFLYRIGHT gains a partner with over 21 million club members. The two managing
directors Igor Maas and Djavad Ali are very pleased and optimistic about the new
cooperation. In close cooperation with ADAC, MYFLYRIGHT will raise awareness of consumer
rights in the travel sector and thus help more injured parties to obtain their rights.

Djavad Ali, MYFLYRIGHT Co-Founder and Managing Director: "With the new cooperation
partner ADAC, there are completely new opportunities and dimensions for us to position the
topic of travel law in the market and to strengthen consumer rights. The attractive benefits for
ADAC members and the influx of new customers to MYFLYRIGHT result in a win-win situation
for all parties involved."

Igor Maas, MYFLYRIGHT Co-Founder and Managing Director added: "We are very happy about
the trust of our new partner. It is a huge step for the entire air passenger rights industry, the
entire legal tech market and ultimately the consumer to gain ADAC as a cooperation partner.
We look forward to an exciting future as an active contributor to the legal-tech market."
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About MYFLYRIGHT

MYFLYRIGHT is one of the largest travel law portals in Germany. MYFLYRIGHT offers the most
comprehensive service portfolio of all travel law portals and thus fully vouches for the travel
rights of its customers. With the enforcement of compensation claims in case of flight delays,
flight cancellations, overbookings as well as reimbursement of additional costs for
accommodation, meals or transfers, MYFLYRIGHT already covers a large number of air
passenger rights. In addition, MYFLYRIGHT pursues claims for partial reimbursement of taxes
and fees in the event of a flight cancellation by the customer and claims for damages related
to baggage delay and loss. MYFLYRIGHT's customer service and customer satisfaction were
also named the second best of all travel law portals by DtGV (Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Verbraucherstudien) in their latest survey in 2019. As a member of ELTA (European Legal Tech
Association), MYFLYRIGHT is actively shaping the future of the legal tech market.
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